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Today's headlines Most Read

Are black holes gateways to other worlds?

Bizarre theory says there may be NINE

dimensions that lead to...

Philadelphia set to test pee-resistant paint for

subway walls to spray urine back at the

offender

Massive crater under small Scottish town

could be the crash site of the first

meteorite to hit the British...

It's hard being green: Zoo breeds rare lemur

leaf frogs by creating artificial storms to

replicate the...

BMWow! Turkish engineers build a

remote-controlled TRANSFORMER out of

a Beamer that switches into a giant...

What is creating the 'impossible' Earth-like

clouds on Titan? Nasa says it may be closer

to solving the...

'Insane Mode' is not insane enough!

Norwegian customers seek money from

Tesla because its cars are too slow

Why we should KILL every stray cat in Britain:

That's the deeply controversial conclusion of

a new book....

Computer users blighted by Microsoft

Windows 10 software trouble should get

compensation, consumer body...

Do you count the 'Likes' you get on

Facebook? Then you may have lost purpose

in your life, claims study

Is loneliness in your DNA? Study reveals

some people are 'genetically programmed

to get depressed when they...

The deadly history of boomerangs: Analysis

of 800-year-old skeleton found in Australia

suggests these tools...

Why being slim can HIDE illnesses:

People who look outwardly healthy 'may

be at increased risk of bowel...

Has Apple turned its sights to SUPERCARS?

Report claims the firm is in talks with luxury

automaker McLaren

New study reveals how climate change

will affect future crops around the world

MORE HEADLINES

DON'T MISS

Brad Pitt 'investigated

for child abuse after

allegedly getting

physical with his kids

while wasted on private

jet as Angelina Jolie

aims to take away his

visitation rights'

'I'm not scared of

dying now': Davina

McCall breaks down in
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tears as she talks about

her brave sister

Caroline's 'peaceful'

death from cancer

A star is born! Tina

O'Brien and Ryan

Thomas' daughter

Scarlett, 7, displays her

model flair as she

becomes the face of

Boohoo kidswear

'There is a reason I'm

wearing child-sized

clothes': Karen Gillan

speaks out after fans

attack her skimpy attire

in Jumanji reboot 

It's caused a stir 

Ex On The Beach's

Jemma Lucy and Ashley

Cain are interrupted

mid-romp by a seething

Kayleigh Morris

Between the sheets

Ditch emojis, get

intimate and go on a

cruise! The 14

surprising ways to make

YOUR relationship even

better

SPONSORED

'She's crazy, but I still

love her': Brad Pitt

wanted one more

chance with Angelina

Jolie but brands her

female friends a 'coven'

for brainwashing her

Sinitta clarifies THOSE

comments on Brad and

Angelina's split... as

Lorraine Kelly suggests

the actor is being

smeared following

drug-and child abuse

claims

Professional dancer

Karen Hardy 'to replace

Len Goodman as

Strictly's head judge'...

overtaking viewer

favourite Anton du Beke

Joining the panel?

Pixie Lott  flaunts her

killer body and enviable

abs in cool vintage

bikini and jacket set as

she hits the beach in

Ibiza

The pop songstress, 25,

looked effortlessly cool

'I felt like I was dying

of a heart attack': Ellie

Goulding reveals her

body 'gave up' after

exhaustion diagnosis

and admits anxiety

issues make her 'lonely'

Marion Cotillard

reveals she IS pregnant

as she finally breaks her

silence to deny affair

with Brad Pitt and to

wish them 'peace in this

tumultuous moment'

Mary Berry says

'farewell to soggy

bottoms!' as she QUITS

Bake Off out of loyalty

to the BBC but Paul

Hollywood confirms he

IS moving to Channel 4 

Furious supermodel

Gigi Hadid lashes out at

fan and has to be held

back by security after

prankster lifts her up as

she leaves Milan

Fashion Week show 

Diana Vreeland's

granddaughter Caroline

puts on a VERY racy

display in mesh top and

fishnets at MFW Max

Mara show beside a
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demure Olivia Palermo

Queens of the Jungle!

Vicky Pattison and

Stacey Solomon set to

host new I'm A Celebrity

spin-off show  

Bringing their insider

knowledge to the brand 

'She will have plenty of

stories to tell': Lisa

Snowdon 'signs up for

I'm A Celebrity'... while

former Strictly rivals Ola

Jordan and Aliona Vilani

'battle for a spot'

Kate Hudson laughs

as she's branded a

'dead eyed trash bag' in

Mean Tweet as Ryan

Gosling answers bizarre

comment on his looks

for Jimmy Kimmel Live

'I'm crying... the world

is crying': Tearful GBBO

viewers left bereft as

popular Val leaves the

show... while fans hit

out at 'smug and

pouting' Star Baker

Candice

'She would be proud':

Candice is left close to

tears as she talks about

her late grandmother on

GBBO - but viewers call

it an 'X Factor sob

story' 

'Done, done with this

world!' GBBO fans react

to Mary Berry departure

in melodramatic style -

as they brand Paul

Hollywood a 'snake' for

staying 

Alcohol, cross

dressing, playing with

knives and no

school: Anarchy at Brad

and Angelina's home

It has never been

remotely conventional...

Angelina Jolie

'stormed Allied set and

had aggressive

encounter with Marion

Cotillard because she

wrongly believed they

were having an affair' 

Supermodel sisters

Bella and Gigi Hadid

lead the runway

glamour at Milan

Fashion Week as they

unite for Max Mara

catwalk show

Milan Fashion Chic

Emily Ratajkowski

channels her inner rock

chick as she prepares to

fly out of Los Angeles

with boyfriend Jeff

Magid

Heading to the airport 

Eggheads star CJ de

Mooi arrested on

suspicion of murder

after he admitted

throwing a man into

canal when he was

homeless 20 years ago

Sexiest campaign

ever? Irina Shayk, Lara

Stone, Karlie Kloss and

Doutzen Kroes bare

their bodies in a VERY

glamorous beauty

shoot 

Margot Robbie is left

speechless as she

reads out a VERY

raunchy Mean Tweet

during appearance on

Jimmy Kimmel Live
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